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LAST POST 
NORM SHANNON • AG • 180 SQUADRON 

Patrick Dennis • Colonel (Ret’d), OMM, CD 
Originally published in Esprit de Corps magazine Jan 2018 

This past year, the sands of time robbed 
Canadians of yet another Second World War 
Veteran, Norm Shannon, who passed away 
on the 2nd of June, 2017 at the age of 95 in 
Burlington, Ontario. Many readers will recall 
Norm as a long-time contributor to Esprit de 
Corps, or perhaps his superb 2005 history on 
Canada’s airmen at war, ‘From Baddeck to 
the Yalu.’ 

My friendship with Norm was not as lengthy 
as that of his colleagues, and a more distant 
one at that. But it was made more special 
after my father Marcel passed away in 2007. 
You see, Marcel and Norm were comrades-

in-arms. Both had flown a full tour of operations with RAF No. 180 Squadron (B-25 
Mitchells), and indeed both had been gunners on the same crew for 
seven bombing missions in early 1945. What bonded them most, 
though, was the fact that they had survived a particularly dangerous 
sortie on December 23, 1944. They called it the ‘Schmidthiem Raid.’  

Taking off early that afternoon from their home station at Melsbroek 
airfield (Brussels International Airport today) and flying in support of 
the U.S. 1st Army, 12 Mitchells attacked troop concentrations and 
marshalling yards adjacent to the small German town of Schmidthiem, 
about 50 kilometres east of Malmedy. In the event, “intense accurate, 
heavy flak” holed 10 of the attacking aircraft, although all returned 
safely to base. Still, for Norm and my father, it had been a terror-filled never-to-be-
forgotten experience. While both would go on to fly many other life-changing missions, 
Schmidthiem would stand out in their wartime memories. 

Sep ’44: 180 Squadron Mitchells get thumbs-up for 
take-off at RAF Dunsfold. Norm Shannon is far right. 

IWM photo 
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Nonetheless, only a week later, bad weather forced Norm and his crew to land at a base 
near Lille instead of at Melsbroek. That night, however, Norm was to be formally 
introduced by his girlfriend to her parents – a Belgian Count and Countess. It was not to 
be. All Norm could do was arrange a difficult phone call in which he proffered his sincere 
regrets. To Norm’s great shock though, no one, least of all his girlfriend, was amused or 
sympathetic with his last-minute cancellation. And it was in that moment that Norm, having 
just risked his life yet again in defence of Belgium, realized the woman he imagined as a 
possible bride was entirely undeserving of his hand in marriage. Fate had intervened 
decisively once again. 

   
Left: Preparing for the great raid of 22 Feb 45 where 8,000+ allied aircraft attacked German rail 
communications from the Baltic to the Alps; Marcel Dennis is far left, Norm Shannon 2nd from right. 
Right photo: Marcel (left) and Norm at Canadian Aviation Museum; May, 2001 

For more than 60 years, Norm and Marcel would mark the miracle of their survival with 
an annual ritual – an anniversary phone call during which they briefly marveled at how 
they had defied the odds and the Grim Reaper one frightening afternoon at Schmidthiem. 
When they finally did meet in Ottawa in 2001, not surprisingly, it was a very touching 
moment, not least because the years instantly fell away and these two battle-tested airmen 
were suddenly young once more. 

Over the next 15 years, my wife and I had the great fortune to become friends with Norm 
and, briefly, with his beloved wife of over 50 years, Jean (she passed away in 2004). We 
learned quickly that Norm was a proud Canadian and a very thoughtful, soft-spoken man, 
but with a trademark glint in his eye; he also evidenced a warm a wonderful sense of 
humour. He loved the outdoors and missed those days when winter was his friend. Indeed, 
growing up in northern New Brunswick, Norm had been a downhill skiing champion. Were 
it not for the war, he might even have competed at the Olympics. Post-war he studied 
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journalism, graduated from the University of Western Ontario, and went on to a successful 
career in public relations, most notably during a 20-year stint as PR Director for the Royal 
Canadian Legion. Apart from skiing, 
however, one of his other great loves was 
history and writing. One of Canada’s 
unheralded aviation writers, Norm authored 
hundreds of related articles. Even in failing 
health he had continued to research stories 
about First World War German airmen. 
Selflessly, along with his dear friend and 
colleague, Les Peate, he also lobbied Veterans 
Affairs for improvements to veterans’ care. 

For the past decade, I have attempted to fill in 
for my departed father during Norm’s annual 
Schmidthiem call, knowing that at best I could only provide an indirect link to a seminal 
event in his life. Now, both these airmen are gone, but certainly not forgotten. Indeed, as 
Norm once philosophically mused, “on to the next Schmidthiem.” Wherever that might be, 
Norm, we wish you a very fond farewell. I’m certain that Scott, Julie, Les and all your 
friends join me in saying ‘thank-you’ from the bottom of our hearts for your dedicated 
service – in war and in peace. 

EDWARD HOENSON • WAG • 320 SQUADRON 

Edward Hoenson, a decorated 320 (Dutch) Squadron 
Wireless operator/Air Gunner veteran of 89 operations, 
died at home in Kirkland, Washington, USA on 27 Nov 
2017.  Born in Semarang, a city on the Indonesian Island 
of Java, he would become a holder of the ‘Vliegerkrus’ 
(Airman’s Cross). 

His 320 Squadron crew was G.H. de Groot (Pilot), A.L. 
Kosten (Observer) and J.H. Anotonie (Air Gunner). Prior 

to 320 Squadron, but also in the Dutch Naval Air Service, Ed flew with Piet van Waart 
(Pilot), Ad Bevelander (Observer) and Gerrit van der Wee 

Edward was active in recent 320 Squadron reunions and other Naval Air Service activities, 
along with fellow surviving squadron mates André Hissink (Observer), Eduard Jacob 

Patrick Dennis presents Norm with a die-cast B-25 
Mitchell MkII in 180 Squadron markings. June 2010 
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(Ground crew) and Camile Stritzko (Ground crew). During a 2016 reunion at the former 
RAF Dunsfold base, Ed was quoted in the Haselmere Herald saying “This is the first time 
I’ve been back since 1944; it’s nice to see Dunsfold aerodrome again. The squadron had 
many important visitors while it was here; I met King George VI and Queen Elizabeth…the 
B-25 is a beautiful aircraft…it didn’t go to Berlin, but it flew to Holland and the border 
with Germany. Flying to Holland on operations was hard on us, but it was a job that had to 
be done. We were glad when we were able to go back home.” 

 
2016 Dunsfold: Eduard Jacob, Camile Stritzko, Edward Hoenson, André Hissink.  Photo: Evert-Jan Daniels 

At the 2014 commemoration of D-Day, Ed told interviewers that he experienced many 
exciting moments in the air above occupied Europe. "We came under fire. We literally flew 
through the bullets. At that moment you are so vulnerable. And you realize that. If your 
petrol tank or engine is hit, it’s end of story.” Shaking his head, he tells about the losses 
that have been suffered. “It was a mean war. We have lost many men. It was awful. The 
hardest thing was the young boys, whose women were in happy expectation, were 
killed. That keeps on touching me." 

On 25 May 2018, Edward Hoenson will be the object of a tribute at the Ereveld de 
Grebbeberg (Field of Honor) near Rhenen, Netherlands. Ed’s ashes will be spread on Field 
of Honor where 25 of his wartime comrades have lain for more than 70 years. 

Included with other dignitaries in attendance at the tribute will be André Hissink (98 years 
of age), Eduard Jacob (94) and Camile Stritzko (92). A ‘Missing Man’ formation of 
Netherlands Air Force NH90 helicopters will close the ceremonies. 
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DIVERSION TO BRADWELL BAY 
Fred Guest • Pilot • 180 Squadron (deceased) 

When we got back to England on 29 Sept 44, our 25th trip, nearly all the airfields in southern 
England were closed by weather, including our base at Dunsfold. 

We were advised that the fighter strip on the coast at Bradwell Bay, Essex was still open, 
so we headed there and, in the process, passed over the Thames estuary at about 500 feet, 
just below the cloud base. There were two flights of six Mitchells not far apart and suddenly 
some British Navy ships opened fire on us, using the ‘standard’ Royal Navy procedure of 
‘shoot first, identify later’. The Navy aircraft identification was so bad that the RAF put 
fighter pilots, who were on rest, on ships operating around England to assist with aircraft 
recognition. A friend of mine, Doug Matheson1, who later became a judge in Edmonton, 
Alberta, had been on a Navy ship helping aircraft spotters and bunked with Prince Philip. 

 

The strip at Bradwell Bay was grass and at one end there was a steep cliff of about 100 feet 
down to the ocean. As I came into land, I stayed a little high over the cliff, as I was 
concerned about air currents or down drafts just before touchdown. As we passed over the 

                                                 
1 Douglas Matheson, a native of Edmonton, AB, was a Spitfire pilot with 411 Squadron RCAF; he was shot 
down 01 Dec 43 and spent the duration in Stalag Luft III. He graduated in Law from the University of Alberta 
in 1951 and was made a judge at the age of 64. Douglas Matheson died in the crash of his Beechcraft Bonanza 
near Castor, Alberta on 09 Jun 2009 while on a solo sightseeing flight. He was 88. 
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cliff I put the nose down sharply to get on the ground and, in doing so, picked up a little 
speed and the aircraft did not want to stay on the ground. The strip was a little rough and 
each time we hit a bump we would become airborne again, so I wasn’t getting much 
braking action. Once the wheels were rolling on the ground, there was loud rumbling sound 
which startled me until I realized we were on steel matting, pretty nearly hidden by the 
grass. When I eventually stopped the aircraft we didn’t have too much of the strip left! 

When we got back to the strip the next morning we found it covered with aircraft which 
had also not been able to get back to their bases. There were at least 12 of our Mitchells, 
some Bostons, American B-26 Marauders and P-47 Thunderbolts, Polish Mustangs, 
Spitfires and others that I have forgotten. 

When we went to leave for Dunsfold, I couldn’t find my parachute harness and had to 
borrow one from the equipment section. Upon arrival at Dunsfold, I was with a red face 
and very unhappy with myself that I found it hanging in my locker. I would have been in 
big trouble if I had been forced to bail out on that op. 

 
L-r: F.K. ‘Mitch’ Mitchell, Fred Guest, Art Briggs-Jude, G.D. ‘Mac’ McDonald; all RCAF 

While we were waiting for our take-off time, three Polish Mustangs started their take-off 
run in formation and, as their tails came up, one swerved to the right, overcorrected and 
came back left, just missing the other two. He disappeared into the hilly area of the airfield 
and soon after we heard an explosion and saw a column of black, oily smoke followed by 
the sound of ammunition going off. The fire truck drove to the crash site to find the pilot 
some distance from his burning aircraft and still running flat out. He was unhurt. 
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REG DAY AT 95 
From Dunsfold Park Website (dunsfoldpark.com) 

Dunsfold Park were delighted to help celebrate with Reg Day 19 Nov 2017 as he marked 
his 95th birthday at the Aerodrome. On November 19th 1943, Reg celebrated his 21st and 
now, 74 years later, marks another special birthday. 

As a guest of honour to the festivities, Reg was also joined by his son Peter, stalwart 
museum volunteers, Terry Bachelor and Owen Warren, friends, Kay and Mike Newnham, 
and Jamie McAllister and the Dunsfold Park team. 

Overwhelmed by the celebrations, 
Reg commented, “The Aerodrome is 
my second home and I am very 
pleased to have been able to come and 
celebrate my birthday at Dunsfold 
with those who have supported me 
since I opened my museum. It was a 
great day.” 

Reg celebrated his birthday with 
champagne, tea and a cake decorated 
with the No. 98 Squadron emblem, 
the Royal Air Force bomber squadron 
that Reg served with at Dunsfold 
between 1943 and 1944. 

Reg returned to Dunsfold aerodrome 
in 2003 and since then, with the aid of 
Dunsfold Park, has set-up a museum 
of memorabilia which recounts his 
time during the Second World War as 
a mechanic on B-25 Mitchells. 

Dunsfold Aerodrome was an active airfield with many servicemen and a variety aircraft 
based at the site. Coupled with memorabilia of the War, the museum is a permanent 
commemoration of what occurred at Dunsfold Aerodrome. The Museum is available for 
all to see and is open from 10.00am – 3.00pm every Wednesday by appointment. 

Front L-R: Reg Day, Peter Day, middle: Georgie West, Jamie 
McAllister, Owen Warren, back: Jonathan Riddings, Mike 
Newnham, Gerry Forristal, Matt Spiers, Kay Newnham. Terry 
Batchelor was the photographer. 
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Dunsfold Aerodrome is Changing • Dave Poissant 
If you’ve been following Dunsfold Aerodrome in recent years, you’ll know that it is 
currently known as Dunsfold Park, home to a number of businesses and, except for the 
annual Wings & Wheels show, there is very limited flying done there. 

Dunsfold Park has recently (29 Mar 2018) received Secretary of State approval for the 
development of the Dunsfold Aerodrome site for 1800 new homes. 

 
Artist’s impression of an outer neighbourhood of the Dunsfold Village development   Dunsfold Park Masterplan 

Terry Batchelor, who works with Reg Day at the Reg Day Museum on Dunsfold 
Aerodrome, tells me that the development will include a new “proper” Museum. Staffing 
and revised visiting hours are to be addressed. The current museum location can be visited 
every Wednesday, by appointment as access to the ‘drome is controlled. 

More information can be had from the Dunsfold Park website set up for the new village 
development: http://www.dunsfoldparkmasterplan.com/  



 

Military Aviation Museum Mossie flies with Canadian Warplane Heritage Lancaster • 2013 Hamilton Airshow  ©Airic 
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NOTES FROM NEVIN 
Reprinted with permission from George Olson 

The following is edited from a letter by Nevin Filby (RAAF Pilot) to George ‘Ole’ Olson 
(RCAF Air Gunner); they served together on 98 Squadron and, for 19 ops, on the same 
Mitchell crew. 

As you’ll read, they had recently discovered each other, for the first time since WWII, 
through their memberships in 2TAF MBA. Nevin brings Ole up to date on what he’s been 
doing since their Dunsfold, Surrey parting.                             Nevin died 09 October 2009. 

 
March, 2001 

Victoria, Australia 
Dear Ole: 

It was wonderful to receive your letter and the autographed copy of your book ‘No Place 
to Hide’ – so aptly named. 

I clearly recall how pleased I was when you came onto my crew, and all of us, Keith, Joe 
& Nevin, enjoyed your fresh, enthusiastic comraderie. 

       
L-R: Keith Herman (O), Joe Carey (AG), Nevin Filby (P)   (Australian War Memorial photos) 

Despite the underlying fears which most of us successfully covered up, your happy smile 
and willing teamwork in the “Wallaroo Warriors” B-25 helped make out little team second 
to none. 

As I recall, you did you first op with an old friend of mine, Vince Thurston, who soon after, 
was KIA; thankfully you were not with him then – but I think you did 22 with us, of which 
19 were ops – and Keith, Joe and I always felt comfortable with your competence. 
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I am so glad you survived that conflict, and that your 
poems were well accepted by the community. Thank you 
again for sending me the extra material of which you 
should be proud. I’ve enjoyed reading all of it. 

I regret to inform you that of our little band of comrades 
who flew in ‘VO-W’ only you and I survive at this point 
in time. 

Dear old Joe Carey, after overcoming other health 
problems, had a pacemaker inserted in his chest but died 
in his sleep 11/12 Dec 1979. His English wife did not long 
survive him. 

Our reliable Navigator, Keith Herman also died; of a 
sudden heart attack in the late 1980s, but Mary and I keep 
in touch with his wife, Muriel, who still resides in South 
Australia. 

You may be interested to know that after 52 ops with 98 Squadron, I went for a ‘rest’ at 
Group support Unit at Swanton Morley, and there met up with an English Wing 
Commander who had been a ‘jackeroo’ [sheep/cattle station hand] in Australia and together 
we had some fun flying Bostons and Mosquitos; and doing the odd ‘unofficial’ shoot-ups 
which, being a W/C, he could arrange quite easily. 

Then, after about 6 weeks, I was posted to 2nd TAF Communications Squadron based at 
Airfield B.56 near Brussels (Evere). 

I flew 113 unarmed sorties on courier, spotting and VIP taxi work in some atrocious 
weather and ‘lost’ two aircraft – the second resulting in a personally damaging prang which 
still gives me trouble. However, I survived, was posted home to Australia and flew with 
Ferry Flight out of Richmond in New South Wales before being de-mobbed in early 1946. 

I married my girlfriend, had 4 lovely children – all of whom are happily married with 
children – and all are a loving, happy family group. I’ve certainly been lucky. As a family 
we gather together each Christmas and Easter; but it is becoming a bit more difficult now 
that my wife, Mary, and I have reached 82 years. 

After the war, having had some pre-war experience, I ran a 350 bed hospital as its CEO for 
10 years, did some professional accounting on the side and bought a farm which had been 
run-down and which gave me a challenge. Then I became Admin. Director of Health, 

George ‘Ole’ Olson RCAF (AG • 98) 
G. Olson photo 
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covering 200 hospitals, 1,000 aid clinics, 2 aircraft, 4 ships and some municipal 
responsibilities in Australia’s Trust Territory of Papua, New Guinea. 

I returned to Australia and did some consulting work and took up the General Managership 
of a large organization in Victoria serving all the public and some private hospitals; served 
as honorary Chairman of Magistrates at 4 metropolitan locations; helped establish and 
finance paramedic training and was a Director of the State’s largest Medical Benefits Fund. 

To grow the business, I undertook the testing of various new items, as directed by my 
Chairman. But this was grossly misunderstood by some unknown person who made 
representations to the police that I was stealing the items being tested. I was labelled as a 
fraud and charged by the Crown (police), quite wrongly, but never the less it cost me over 
$500,000 to clear my good name. The judge finally directed the jury that they must declare 
me innocent on all counts – which they did. But, as you can imagine, this lengthy, 
expensive process was traumatic in the extreme for me and my family. I emerged with no 
money but my honour intact. 

Life goes on and we started to again live a normal life. I got other jobs, but my seriously 
impaired health resulted in a major myocardial infarct and several years of depression. But 
now, with a large daily intake of prescription drugs, I live the life of a fairly active geriatric; 
even enjoying occasional hunting and fishing trips with my sons and grandsons. 

My main pastime now is writing to various politicians; 
offering free advice as to how they should run the 
country and admonishing them when behaving 
unethically. 

To conclude, it was pleasantly nostalgic to see the 
photo of ‘W-William’ with the ‘Wallaroo Warriors’ 
logo on the port side; with both you and me actually 
on an op. Regretfully, I did not get any decent photos 
and would be grateful if you have any you can 
photocopy, especially of yourself, and send to me. 

My wife and children were very impressed with the 
material you sent me and asked me to thank you for “helping to look after Dad.” I, too, 
extend my thanks for your courtesy in forwarding such interesting letters and books. 

Mary and I join in wishing you and your family all the best. 

Sincerely, 
Nevin. 

Nevin Filby at home; about 2005. 
Photo courtesy Nevin Filby. 
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USS LEXINGTON DISCOVERED 
Warbird Digest 

Those of us interested in military history, and most particularly the naval battles of WWII, 
watched in awe when images of the sunken aircraft carrier USS Lexington (CV 2) and a 
number her aircraft began appearing in the news. An expedition, led by Microsoft co-
founder, Paul G. Allen, had discovered their final resting place under nearly two miles of 
water in the Coral Sea some 500 miles off Australia’s northeast coast. The mighty carrier 
went down following the Battle of the Coral Sea in early May, 1942, scuttled by the 
American fleet due to irreparable damage. 

 
The sight of the ship’s name “LEXINGTON” still showing proudly on the warship, was 
profoundly moving, but for the aviation historians among us, it was the images of three 
separate Douglas TBD-1 Devastators which was maybe the biggest surprise. There is not 
one single example of a Devastator in preservation, and to see these substantially intact 
survivors, with their markings almost perfectly preserved, was truly remarkable. Another 
image showed a Grumman F4F-3 Wildcat with four victory markings and the famous 
“Felix the Cat” emblem of VF-3 on the cockpit sides. Altogether the expedition discovered 
the remains of seven TBD Devastators, three SBD Dauntless and a single F4F Wildcat. 
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A pair of Devastators, one lying on its back atop the other. The expedition located seven examples of this 
missing breed in the Lexington’s debris field.    Paul G. Allen image 

 

 
A VF-3 Grumman F4F-3 Wildcat. The section of the upper fuselage missing from behind the cockpit is where 
the pilot’s emergency life raft was stowed. Clearly the access panel stripped away during the aircraft’s long 
dive through the water onto the seabed.     Paul G. Allen image 
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The following press release tells more about the expedition… 

Wreckage from USS Lexington (CV-2) Located in 
Coral Sea 76 Years after the Aircraft Carrier was 

Sunk During World War II 

Expedition Led by Microsoft Co-founder and Philanthropist Paul G. Allen is 
another Historic Success 

Seattle, WA, March 5, 2018 – Wreckage from the USS Lexington was discovered on March 
4, 2018, by the expedition crew of Research Vessel (R/V) Petrel, which is owned by 
Microsoft co-founder and philanthropist Paul G. Allen. The Lexington was found 3,000 
meters (approximately two miles) below the surface, resting on the floor of the Coral Sea 
more than 500 miles off the eastern coast of Australia. 

“To pay tribute to the USS Lexington and the brave men that served on her is an honor,” 
Mr. Allen said. “As Americans, all of us owe a debt of gratitude to everyone who served 
and who continue to serve our country for their courage, persistence and sacrifice.” 

 
The USS Lexington lies burning following the Battle of the Coral Sea on May 8, 1942. Her rear deck is filled 
with aircraft and some of these are likely those found in the ship’s debris field.    Image via Wikipedia 
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As one of the first U.S. aircraft carriers ever built, the Lexington became known as “Lady 
Lex” and went down with 35 aircraft on board. 

“Lexington was on our priority list because she was one of the capital ships that was lost 
during WWII,” said Robert Kraft, director of subsea operations for Mr. Allen. “Based on 
geography, time of year and other factors, I work together with Paul Allen to determine 
what missions to pursue. We’ve been planning to locate the Lexington for about six months 
and it came together nicely.” 

 
Annotated sonar data showing locations of aircraft and various parts of the ship relative to one another. 
Note that the carrier broke into several sections as she sank.    Paul G. Allen image 

The USS Lexington was originally commissioned as a battlecruiser but was launched as 
an aircraft carrier in 1925. She took part in the Battle of the Coral Sea (May 4-8, 1942) 
along with the USS Yorktown against three Japanese carriers. This was the first carrier 
versus carrier battle in history and was the first time Japanese forces suffered a permanent 
setback in its advances on New Guinea and Australia. However, the U.S. lost the Lexington 
and 216 of its distinguished crew. 
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The Lexington had been hit by multiple torpedoes and bombs on May 8, but it was a 
secondary explosion causing uncontrolled fires that finally warranted the call to abandon 
ship. The USS Phelps delivered the final torpedoes that sank the crippled Lady Lex, the 
first aircraft carrier casualty in [American Ed.] history. With other U.S. ships standing by, 
2,770 crewmen and officers were rescued, including the captain and his dog Wags, the 
ships ever-present mascot. 

During the Battle of the Coral Sea, the Japanese navy sank USS Lexington (CV-2), USS 
Sims (DD-409), and USS Neosho (AO-23), and damaged the USS Yorktown. The Japanese 
lost one light carrier (Shōhō) and suffered significant damage to a fleet carrier (Shōkaku). 

“As we look back on our Navy throughout its history, we see evidence of an incredible 
amount of heroism and sacrifice. The actions of Sailors from our past inspire us today,” 
said Sam Cox, Director of the Naval History and Heritage Command and retired U.S. Navy 
Rear Adm. “So many ships, so many battles, so many acts of valor help inform what we do 
now.” 

 
An anti-aircraft gun position    Paul G. Allen image 

The Battle of the Coral Sea was notable not only for stopping a Japanese advance but 
because it was the first naval engagement in history where opposing ships never came 
within sight of each other. This battle ushered in a new form of naval warfare via carrier-
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based airplanes. One month later, the U.S. Navy surprised Japanese forces at the Battle of 
Midway, and turned the tide of the war in the Pacific for good. 

Based on some initial success with his M/Y Octopus, Mr. Allen acquired and retrofitted the 
250-foot R/V Petrel with state-of-the-art subsea equipment capable of diving to 6,000 
meters (or three and a half miles). Since its deployment in early 2017, the ship was active 
in several missions in the Philippine Sea before its transition to the Coral Sea off the 
Australian Coast. 

 
The R/V Petrel, Paul Allen’s research vessel from which the USS Lexington was discovered.   Paul G. Allen image 

Allen-led expeditions have also resulted in the discovery of the USS Indianapolis (August 
2017), USS Ward (November 2017), USS Astoria (February 2015), Japanese battleship 
Musashi (March 2015) and the Italian WWII destroyer Artigliere (March 2017). His team 
was also responsible for retrieving the ship’s bell from the HMS Hood for presentation to 
the British Navy in honor of its heroic service. Mr. Allen’s expedition team was 
permanently transferred to the newly acquired and retrofitted R/V Petrel in 2016 with a 
specific mission around research, exploration and survey of historic warships and other 
important artifacts. 

 
Seeing such historic aircraft in such excellent condition must make them seem ripe for 
recovery to some. This was definitely not the intent of the present mission though, which 
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was purely to find and pay tribute to the Lexington and her crew. But if a salvage operation 
were mounted, we must remember that it would have to take place some 10,000′ under 
water, which would make any such endeavor almost prohibitively challenging, not to 
mention expensive. And even if the aircraft could be raised, an extensive and complex 
anticorrosion effort would need to take place as soon as they surfaced, otherwise the 
exposed metal would soon crumble into dust. Then there is the thorny issue regarding the 
legality of recovering them. All of these details are going to be nigh on impossible to 
negotiate, which is why the aircraft will likely remain where they are. So close, and yet so 
far…. 

 
A view of the Wildcat’s decals which seem to show four aerial victories, as well as a bombing symbol. The 
‘Felix the Cat’ logo of VF-3 is clearly evident. One can also make out some letters of the pilot’s name just 
below the canopy rail. It seems most likely to be that of Noel Gaylor who went on to become an ace and 
earned three Navy Crosses. He ended his career as an admiral.      Paul G. Allen image 

Regardless, the efforts of Paul Allen and his team to locate and document these historic 
artifacts are magnificent, and justifiably lauded. It is a grand adventure back in time, and 
we are lucky enough to share some of the ride. 

Bravo Mr. Allen! 

 



 

WWII Mosquito Pilot (23 Sqn) George Stewart addresses crowd at 2013 Hamilton airshow   ©Airic 
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